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Local Government & Regeneration Committee’s Call for Evidence 
Response from East Renfrewshire Council 

 
1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed Bill? 
 
Advantages 
 
Will allow LAs to recover costs more effectively. 
 
Amends The Building (Scotland) Act 2003, which ties it into the legislation used to serve 
defective and dangerous building Notices, instead of using separate legislation which 
could become confusing. 
 
Estimated recovery of costs of £3.9M over the whole of Scotland. 
 
Should allow LAs to take action on defective and dangerous buildings where perhaps they 
may not have if they couldn’t recover their costs. 
 
Having the ability to inform building owners that charging orders exist and that costs would 
be sought might encourage building owners to take responsibility and carry out any 
necessary works to their property. 
 
Disadvantages  
 
Can take up to 30 years to recover costs from Charging Orders. 
 
LAs still bear the brunt of upfront costs. 
 
Isn’t clear if the time spent on the initial call out by Council staff can be included in the 
charging order (surveyors/EHOs time inspecting, recording, writing out to owners, serving 
notices etc). 
 
There is no provision for retrospectively applying charging orders where the works were 
carried out by the LA, due to the refusal of the owner to carry out works, and where the 
property is still owned by the same person once/if the provisions contained in the Bill pass 
into law. 
 
 
2. How will the Bill resolve existing problems and improve the ability of local 
authorities to undertake repairs to dangerous and defective buildings? 
 
East Renfrewshire Council splits the responsibility for defective and dangerous buildings 
between 2 departments. The Building Standards Service deals with dangerous buildings, 
the Environmental Health Service deals with defective buildings.  
 
East Renfrewshire Councils Building Standards Service always acts where a dangerous 
building is reported and takes remedial action where required. We do limit ourselves to the 
minimum amount of works possible, generally fencing off and boarding up, preventing 
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access to any dangerous structures. This minimal approach can lead to buildings sitting 
fenced off/boarded up, deteriorating further over time, and generally leads to further call 
outs due to unauthorised access and vandalism. If costs were easier to recover then we 
may be enabled to undertake more robust works to remove the danger posed by a 
structure rather than just preventing access to it. 
 
 
3. Where could the initial capital, required by local authorities to undertake this 
work, be found? 
 
East Renfrewshire Councils Building Standards Service has a budget set aside for 
dangerous buildings works. This would continue for the foreseeable future although it 
would have to be established if the budget could be extended in any way to allow for any 
change in the way costs can be recovered. Perhaps funding from the Scottish 
Government  through the Loan Fund mentioned in the Policy Memorandum could be made 
available to deal with any funding problems faced by LAs. 
 
 
4. Where the owner of a building is not known how, will the Bill improve on the 
current situation? 
 
Theoretically, owners of properties would have to come forward at some point when they 
wished to sell the property on, and at that point the charging order could be enforced, 
although it is unclear how the provisions for missed payments would work into this sort of 
situation. But often owners do not come forward for many years, if at all. This may require 
numerous interventions by Local Authorities, causing further costs on an ongoing basis. 
Would multiple charging orders be allowed against the same property? And would that be 
cost effective given registration costs applied on top of the costs of dealing with the 
building. 
 
 
5. Are there any equality issues arising from the proposed Bill? 
 
Unknown. There may be perhaps cases where a building owner is disabled and on low 
income and would have problems affording works which were required to their building. 
 
 
6. What are your views on a fixed period of 30 years for repayment? 
 
In most instances 30 years would be too long. 30 years would be suitable for large debts 
but where the works were under set amounts, perhaps a graded payment period would be 
appropriate - maybe 30 years for large debts, say over £15k or so but for debts below that 
probably a graded maximum period – i.e. debt of £5k – 10 years maximum, £10k – 20 
years maximum and so on. 
 
 


